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Duncan Shipley-Smith

Byron local Max Igan in Gaza:

http://www.intifada-palestine.com/2012/10/max-igan-

ken-okeefe-in-gaza-false-flags-americas-national-interest

Like · Comment · Unfollow post · Share · Tuesday at 15:02

Salameh Abdul-Hadi likes this.

Sylvia Posadas Conspiracy rubbish has no place in the

Palestinian struggle.

4 hours ago · Like

Sylvia Posadas BTW Duncan, are you aware that Ken O'Keefe

is an unapologetic supporter of David Duke, claiming

erroneously that Duke has reformed? are you going to be a

pothole in the road to justice for Palestinians like your mate Yani

here who is permittted to drivel his bigotry unassailed except

by me?

3 hours ago · Like

Duncan Shipley-Smith Not aware of KOK's support for

DDuke and I am not a pothole unless potholes finance BDS

conferences, as for Yani he is a member here and not a

'mate'........tirade deleted..

3 hours ago · Like

Sylvia Posadas Duncan, I have access to Yani's mindmaps of

his facebook ops. You are 'assigned' to this group. Can you

tell me what Yani means by this?

3 hours ago · Like

Sylvia Posadas I have screenshots of Ken O'Keefe promoting

Duke. Would you like them?

3 hours ago · Like · 1

Sylvia Posadas BTW I already took screenshots of Yani's

drivel.

3 hours ago · Like

Duncan Shipley-Smith Actually this is quite interesting

from the perspective of Max Igan's youtube channel that may

be worth examining before this conversation proceeds.

Yani, can you please explain yourself?

2 hours ago · Like

Yani Haigh ...sometime around the age of ten I acquired a

simple principle from my mother on a now forgotten

occasion when I must have reported, or perhaps even repeated,

some negative observations of an uncle's behaviour as 'typically

Jewish'. She told me very firmly: 'You must never do anything, or

Max Igan & Ken O Keefe in Gaza  False Flags &

America s National Interest

www.intifada-palestine.com

Max Igan & Ken O'Keefe in Gaza with a humorous and

serious look at false flag history making and the
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I have tried to observe it ever since, although the strain of doing so is

sometimes intolerable, in the light of the behaviour of the government

of Israel. My mother's principle was sufficient for me to abstain, with

regret, from declaring myself konfessionslos (without religion) as one

was entitled to do in Austria at the age of thirteen. It

has landed me with the lifetime burden of an unpronounceable surname

which seems spontaneously to call for the convenient slide into Hobson

or Osborn. It has been enough to define my Judaism ever since, and left

me free to live as what my friend Isaac Deutscher called a 'non-Jewish

Jew', but not what the miscellaneous regiment of religious or nationalist

publicists call a 'self-hating Jew'. I have no emotional obligation to the

practices of an ancestral religion and even less to the small, militarist,

culturally disappointing and politically aggressive nation-state which

asks for my solidarity on racial grounds. I do not even have to fit in with

the most fashionable posture of the turn of the new century, that of 'the

victim', the Jew who, on the strength of the Shoah (and in the era of

unique and unprecedented Jewish world achievement, success and

public acceptance), asserts unique claims on the world's conscience as

a victim of persecution. -Eric Hobsbawm: Interesting Times: A

Twentieth Century Life (Pantheon, 2002, p.24)

2 hours ago · Like

Duncan Shipley-Smith Thank you

2 hours ago · Like

Yani Haigh You have access to a mindmap that is missing

200 groups and pages that was a concept for establishing a

common set of values because on most groups they same

people cross paths. The idea being to unite the groups under

the most simple of common objectives 'no one is free until

everyone is free'. The way the groups were described was

merely my interpretation of how I use them.

From that Benjamin Doherty, here after called, the idiot, created

a conspiracy theory without ever taking any time to speak to me.

These are the objectives

The case for review

Many using similar values for moderation now, no KKK etc

Provide guidelines on best practice

Objectives

Improve the ability of people to access information

Qualify a page or group as meeting a stardard

Allow senisble reviews of website, pages or groups

Common agreement

Must actively apply principle of 'no one is free until everyone is

free'.

Commitment to all possible efforts to eliminate Othering.

The assigned group of 'owners' are part of a joint forum.

http://www.peacearchitects.org/net-management

It was to assist us in managing Othering. So that if a

trouble-maker was detected in one group the person couldn't

jump group to group.

With that was to be a survey in several parts. It all got put on

hold because the intended software had to many errors.

The outcome would NOT have been a mindmap of 500 groups

and pages as that only invites the JIDF to go nuts. It would have

been a selector where you put in a set of preferences and got

group suggestions.

Raymond Deane mentioned you

in a comment: "Sylvia - don't

know how you can force..."
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As with The Best Plans Project, who do you think did the work behind

that? Who paid the web fees on a private server for 8 months? Who

bought the software? Who implemented it and did the logos? Who took

the incoming text in English, Hebrew and Arabic for each plan and put

them in place, all of which had to be formatted? Who implemented the

co-ment system and worked with the developer for a month getting the

bugs out? Who ran the fund raising drive after he was sick of paying

fees for 8 months? Who set up the Facebook pages? Who endured a

weekly Skype session with the Zionist elite?

Indeed, who wrote the 1.2M grant application for Free Muslims.

<<<

Posadas knows squat as does the idiot that wrote that article and

plagiarized work he has no rights to use. All you know is that I think

people that are Jews that slag off at Greta suck. And from that

extrapolate I'm a 'racist bigot'. A fucking apology is what is in order

here.

Networking and management |

www.peacearchitects.org

www.peacearchitects.org

about an hour ago · Like

Sylvia Posadas 'As with The Best Plans Project, who do you

think did the work behind that? Who paid the web fees on a

private server for 8 months? Who bought the software? Who

implemented it and did the logos? Who took the incoming text

in English, Hebrew and Arabic for each plan and put them in

place, all of which had to be formatted? Who implemented the

co-ment system and worked with the developer for a month

getting the bugs out? Who ran the fund raising drive after he

was sick of paying fees for 8 months? Who set up the Facebook

pages? Who endured a weekly Skype session with the Zionist

elite? '

Thank you for confirming your involvement with your

normalisation project, Yani.

about an hour ago · Like

Yani Haigh You can't possibly read that and type a reply in

that time span. You are so bogus.

about an hour ago · Like

Yani Haigh Mazin knows EXACTLY what I've been doing. I

hardly need the approval of some whining bitch in Australia.

about an hour ago · Like

Sylvia Posadas Misogyny along with your white

supremacism, Yani, does not surprise me in the least.

about an hour ago · Like

Yani Haigh Jesus Christ, first I'm a 'racist and a bigot' now

I'm driving normalization. And I still manage to raise over

$2,000 to assist Saeed who leaves for Europe next week. Jewish

contribute is NIL and example of sucking as far as I'm

concerned.

about an hour ago · Like

Sylvia Posadas I hope you do send that cheque, Yani.

Enquiring minds will be watching. And the sooner you send it

and submerge into anonymity, the better. You are a disgrace

and contaminate the Palestinian movement with your appalling

bigotry ... and misogyny. Palestinian people deserve much much

better.

Raymond Deane mentioned you

in a comment: "Sylvia - don't

know how you can force..."
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Yani Haigh In fact The Best Plans was paid for by a German

company and the web fees came from donations primarily

from Australia and Scandinavia. The only thing the Jewish

influence did was fuck it up by taking the project in Ariel

because Ariel was free. Yea another example of Jews who suck.

about an hour ago · Like

Sylvia Posadas I see, Yani. The fact that peacearchitects.org

has Best Plans as one of its projects is completely incidental.

That you are in touch with the person who runs its server is

incidental.

BTW why did you choose bcisiveonline.com for your Facebook

tracking project? and why is the server still down?

about an hour ago · Like

Yani Haigh That lot couldn't even keep Gershon Baskin on

side and he managed to Gilad released. It did have some

wins...

Tsvi now calls Palestinians Palestinians and not Arabs

They don't write 'Israel-Palestine' then the 'Palestine-Israel

Conflict'

Nor do they write Israel/Palestine (Israel over Palestine)

Nor do they dare abuse women anymore

You should talk to Rachel Lever and Esther Riley. They will tell

you what sucking is all about.

about an hour ago · Like

Sylvia Posadas Now, now, Yani, no need to discredit more

people with your effluvium. A simple answer to my questions

will suffice.

Why did you choose bcisiveonline.com for your Facebook

tracking project? and why is the server still down?

about an hour ago · Like

Yani Haigh They are web programming projects. There is

nothing wrong with TBP you just need to pic the right plan to

review.

about an hour ago · Edited · Like

Sylvia Posadas I'm not discussing Better Plans, Yani. I'm

talking about your own Facebook Group surveillance network

plans hosted on bcisiveonline.com.

Why did you choose to use bcisiveonline.com? why is their

server still down?

about an hour ago · Like

Yani Haigh I'm sure you will screen grab everything, nothing

said here is news to anyone. There are no Jews from TBP on

my friends list because they all joined a secret group that is

riddled with members of the EDL and Wilders Inc. From that

group the deformation campaign against all of us is run. Cliff

Pinto and co are behind that. That's who you are supporting by

fucking me and Greta over.

bcisiveonline.com == number of users it allow for free

Posadas you are such a nobody compared to the people I deal

with. You have no idea at all of who I'm working with. You don't

even have the guts to stand up for Greta. She has put her life on

the line to make change happen. So has Saeed for that matter

and Rich.

You would rather participate in deformation and disinformation.

The end of the world isn't an unintended post on Greta's Twitter.

50 minutes ago · Like

Sylvia Posadas Yes, Yani, I am well aware that you have no

Raymond Deane mentioned you

in a comment: "Sylvia - don't

know how you can force..."
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of responsibility, and desperate bignoting. I'm sure I have no

wish to compare myself with the people you deal with.

43 minutes ago · Like

Yani Haigh A single democratic secular state in the whole

territory between river and sea will resemble one or another

of the world's democracies. It is a common, tried and tested

vehicle to fulfill and hold together both individual rights and

communal and collective rights of its component populations.

All citizens are equal under the law and all have equal access to

framing that law and using it, regardless of gender, ethnic

origins or religious faith. Integration rather than separation

emphasizes what people have in common, not what separates

them. Familiarity reduces fear and prejudice. The plan is a

statement of overall principles which are generally agreed by all

its supporters worldwide. It will be for representatives of the

two populations to draw up together a detailed constitution and

set out agreed rights, freedoms and structures.

http://www.thebestplans.org/plans/25a

Rachel Lever, I think from memory Rachel was called an

'antisemitic Jew hater' for that plan.

One Democratic Secular State | The Best

Plans

www.thebestplans.org

We would ask that you also fill in the survey

for those plan that you read. Plan...

See more

43 minutes ago · Like

Sylvia Posadas Until you attend to your bigotry, any

association you have with projects with laudable aims can

only be counterproductive, Yani, Your inability to recognise this

is appalling.

33 minutes ago · Like

Kim Marie Firstly, enough with this "star" bullshit. The

Palestine solidarity movement belongs to all of those people

involved in it and supportive of the Palestinian struggle. It does

not belong to "stars" simply because they have become the most

prominent in the movement, due to what ever reason. Sylvia has

as much right to express her opinion as any other person and it

is no less legitimate than anyone else's opinion.

Secondly, I don't give flyng fig whether you are well known name

or someone whose name is not known, anti-semitism and

racism is abhorrent and has not place in ANY movement for

social justice and human rights.

Thirdly, sexism and calling someone a 'bitch' or any other

misogynistic terms has absolutely no place in ANY movement

for social justice and human rights.

Fourthly, Sylvia is right - Ken O'Keefe has repeatedly defended

the anti-semitic politics of David Duke. For me that immediately

discredits him (OKeefe) as a genuine voice in support of the

Palestinian people.

If people want to defend or engage in anti-semitism, then they

are not a friend of the Palestinian people or cause, a fact noted

by Palestinian activists repeatedly. We need to recognise this

and we need to strongly oppose all forms of racism, sexism and

bigotry in this movement, including anti-semitism and

Islamophobia.

12 minutes ago · Unlike · 1

Yani Haigh You owe me an apology. You and your mate. I'm

a 'bigot' involved in 'normalisation'. Gezz yesterday I'd only

Raymond Deane mentioned you

in a comment: "Sylvia - don't

know how you can force..."
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11 minutes ago · Like

Kim Marie Yani, I owe you nothing. My loyalty is to the

Palestinian people and the Palestinian cause, not egotistical

bigots.

9 minutes ago · Unlike · 1

Yani Haigh who are you?

about a minute ago · Like

Write a comment...
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